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• Physics motivations

• Existing results (Tevatron √s = 1.96TeV)

• Existing prospects for CMS at √s = 14TeV

• Preliminary prospects for CMS at √s = 7TeV
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Arabella Martelli WZ Physics motivation
• WZ: complementary signature to allow for SM EWK test (at LHC with un-preceding √s)

 WWZ TGC + boson longitudinal polarization + SM σ prediction  (see later)

• WZ is a background for the 2main Higgs channels ->WW and ->ZZ:

 WZ bg to WW (and H->WW) and WZ+jets among backgrounds for ZZ

 Z+jets background is the main one for WZ and contributes to ZZ->4l bg as well

 to exploit 3l + (1SCluster || 1 Track) -> higher statistic in ZZ (and higher bg)

• BSM signals providing 3leptons + MET:

 SM contribution is expected to be reduced (constraints on signature)

 BSM models (R-parity, SUSY, Little Higgs) allow for multi-lepton final states 

 i.e. W’->WZ->3l+ MET early exclusion at 95% C.L. at D0 with 4.1fb-1:

o 188<MW’<520GeV (SSM)  and 208< ρT < 408GeV (low scale technicolor)

• Focus here on EWK processes and σ observation measurements 3

to be looked at!!



• s-channel                                   t-channel                                      and interference

 at Tevatron (p - pbar): q-qbar channel enhanced, σ(W+Z) = σ(W-Z)  

 at LHC: no gg quark loop involved ( gg->ZWq-qbar gives small contribution)

• SM cross-section production:   LO and NLO
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!Received 21 May 1999; published 8 November 1999"

We present numerical results !including full one-loop QCD corrections" for the processes pp̄ and pp
→W!W", W#Z/#* and Z/#* Z/#* followed by the decay of the massive vector bosons into leptons. In
addition to their intrinsic importance as tests of the standard model, these processes are also backgrounds to
conjectured non-standard model processes. Because of the small cross sections at the Fermilab Tevatron, full
experimental control of these backgrounds will be hard to achieve. This accentuates the need for up-to-date
theoretical information. A comparison is made with earlier work and cross section results are presented for pp̄
collisions at !s$2 TeV and pp collisions at !s$14 TeV. Practical examples of the use of our calculations are
presented. $S0556-2821!99"01323-5%

PACS number!s": 13.38."b, 12.38."t

I. INTRODUCTION

We present results for the hadronic production of a vector
boson pair, including all spin correlations in the decay of the
final state bosons, qq̄→V1V2→leptons where Vi$W#,Z or
#*. The calculations are performed in next-to-leading order
in &S . We implement the helicity amplitudes of $1% and thus
extend previous treatments of vector boson pair production
!$2–4% and $5–7%" to include spin correlations in all the par-
tonic matrix elements. By including the decay products in
this way it is possible to impose experimental cuts, necessary
to compare theory with experiment. Some cuts are experi-
mentally necessary and more stringent cuts are often useful
in order to reduce backgrounds in the search for new physics.
Although phenomenological predictions including the com-
plete one loop predictions are presented here for the first
time, this may be a matter of theoretical correctness rather
than practical importance. The early predictions were per-
formed at 16 and 40 TeV and to a limited extent at 1.8 TeV,
so an update of the phenomenological results is in any case
appropriate. We have therefore provided predictions for pp̄
collisions at 2 TeV !Fermilab Tevatron run II" and for pp
collisions at 14 TeV $CERN Large Hadron Collider !LHC"%.
Since the early predictions were made, there have been
changes in &s and the determination of the gluon distribu-
tion, especially at small x. We include this information by
using modern parton distributions.
Our results are obtained using a Monte Carlo program

MCFM which allows the calculation of any infrared finite
quantity through order &s . The Monte Carlo program is con-
structed using the method of Ref. $8% based on the subtrac-

tion technique of Ref. $9%. We hope to provide further details
in a subsequent publication.

II. TOTAL CROSS SECTIONS

As already noted, there is a substantial existing literature
on vector boson pair production in hadronic collisions. As a
cross-check of our results, we will compare the values of the
total cross section obtained using our Monte Carlo !MCFM"
with those of Frixione, Nason, Mele and Ridolfi $2–4%. Since
the earlier predictions were made at center-of-mass energies
of !s$16 TeV and !s$40 TeV, we will also provide up-
to-date values for pp̄ collisions at 2 TeV and pp collisions at
14 TeV. These run II Tevatron and LHC predictions contain
the latest parton distribution sets $10,11% as well as more
recent electroweak input.

A. Comparison with existing results

We will first present a comparison with older results on
the total cross section. We use the structure function
Harriman-Martin-Roberts-Sterling set B !HMRSB" $12%,
which is common amongst the calculations of $2–4%. This set
corresponds to a four-flavor value of ' (4)

QCD$190 MeV. For
the purposes of comparison we use the standard two loop
expression $13%

&S!Q2"$
1

b ln !Q2/'2"
!1"

b!
b
ln ln!Q2/'2"

ln!Q2/'2"
" , !1"

and match to five flavors at mb$5 GeV, &s
(4)(mb)

$&s
(5)(mb). This yields a strong coupling at the Z mass of

TABLE I. Total cross section for the various di-boson processes at !s$16 TeV. For the cases of W#Z and W!W" production the
electroweak parameters are mW$80.0 GeV, mZ$91.17 GeV, &em

"1$128 and cos (w$mW /mZ $4,3%. For Z pairs the input is instead mZ
$91.18 GeV, sin2 (w$0.228 and &em

"1$128 $2%.

!s$16 TeV W!W" ZW! ZW" ZZ
(pp) MCFM Ref. $4% MCFM Ref. $3% MCFM Ref. $3% MCFM Ref. $2%

Born $pb% 64.10 64.11 14.64 14.61 10.26 10.25 9.76 9.75
Full $pb% 99.03 99.03 27.18 27.11 18.95 18.91 13.3 13.2
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Tevatron:      1.96TeV      3.7±0.3 pbTevatron:      1.96TeV      3.7±0.3 pbTevatron:      1.96TeV      3.7±0.3 pb

LHC: LHC: LHC: 

14 TeV (pb) 10TeV (pb) 7TeV (pb)

51.05±0.09 31.40±0.05 18.27±0.03

lepton production, rather than just those proceeding through
the production of a pair of vector bosons.
In the zero width approximation q2!MV

2 , the doubly
resonant diagrams form a gauge invariant set. If we wish to
move beyond the zero-width approximation, so that we have
q2!MV

2 , gauge invariance requires that we include all dia-
grams which contribute to a given final state. This problem
has been extensively studied in the e"e# environment where
similar diagrams contribute to W-pair production "14#.
In practice this means that in addition to the diagrams

containing two resonant propagators, we must calculate dia-
grams containing only a single resonant propagator. For the
case of W-pair production, examples of such doubly and sin-
gly resonant diagrams are shown in Fig. 3. To illustrate the
gauge dependence of the individual sets of diagrams one
may work in an axial gauge, taking care to include both the
mixed propagators and additional vertices that arise in these
gauges.
Even when we include all the diagrams, a second problem

arises when we introduce a width for the propagators to
avoid on-shell poles. With the modification,

1
q2#M 2 →

1
q2#M 2"iM$

,

for each of the propagators, the amplitude is no longer gauge
invariant because we now have a mix of singly and doubly
resonant diagrams. The Breit-Wigner form of the propagator
sums self-energy diagrams which are not separately gauge
invariant. Since the resummation of all diagrams which con-
tribute to a given process is not practical, several models

have been proposed which allow the introduction of a finite
width but preserve gauge invariance.
For a review of the models, the ‘‘pole-scheme’’ "15#, the

‘‘fermion-loop scheme’’ "16# and the ‘‘pinch technique’’
"17#, see, for example, Ref. "14#. Here we will adopt the
simple prescription whereby we use 1/(q2#M 2) for each
propagator initially and then multiply the whole amplitude
by

%
props

! q2#M 2

q2#M 2"iM$
" ,

which clearly maintains gauge invariance "18#. This is the
correct treatment for the doubly resonant piece, but mistreats
the singly resonant diagrams, primarily in the region q2
&M 2 where the doubly resonant diagrams dominate. This is
the method that we will use to produce our Monte Carlo
results in the remainder of this paper. Since the introduction
of the width represents an all-orders resummation of a partial
set of diagrams, there is no unique way to include it at a
given order.
We now present our results for the various leptonic final

states using the prescription given above. In practice, the
observed cross sections are limited by the acceptance of the
detectors in rapidity and in transverse momentum. We quote
cross sections for particular channels with cuts appropriate
for run II and the LHC. Specifically, we apply cuts on the
transverse momentum and rapidity of each lepton,

pT$20 GeV, #'#%'max ,

FIG. 1. Scale dependence of vector boson pair production cross
sections.

FIG. 2. Energy dependence of vector boson pair production
cross sections. The scale ( is taken to be the average vector boson
mass.

TABLE IV. Total cross section for the various di-boson processes for the LHC. Input parameters are given in the text.

!s!14 TeV W"W# ZW" ZW# ZZ
(pp) MRS98 CTEQ5 MRS98 CTEQ5 MRS98 CTEQ5 MRS98 CTEQ5

Born "pb# 81.8 86.7 18.6 19.9 11.7 12.5 12.2 12.9
Full "pb# 120.6 127.8 31.9 34.0 20.2 21.4 16.3 17.2
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This report summarizes recent measurements of the production properties of WW and WZ pairs
of bosons at the Tevatron. This includes measurements of the cross-section and triple gauge
couplings in the WW process and the first evidence for WZ production.

Keywords: Diboson; WW ; WZ

1. Introduction

Boson pair production is one of the few pro-
cesses that have significant effects from triple
boson vertices at tree level. These couplings
are predicted in the standard model and are
directly related to its gauge group struc-
ture. One of the goals of diboson measure-
ments is to limit deviations from the stan-
dard model values of these triple gauge cou-
plings (TGCs). Such deviations could be
observed in either the cross-sections or in
the kinematic distributions of the observed
events. Possible causes of anomalous TGCs
include new particles in loop diagrams.1 It
is also possible for diboson final states to re-
ceive contributions from the s-channel pro-
duction of an as yet unobserved particle,
most notably the standard model Higgs de-
caying to a pair of W bosons.

This report summarizes recent measure-
ments by the CDF and DØ collaborations
of WW and WZ production at the Teva-
tron. The Tevatron produces pp collision at
1.96 TeV center of mass energy. The dom-
inant contributions to the cross-sections for
WW and WZ production are the t-channel
(and similar u-channel) process involving two
instances of the well measured boson-quark
couplings and the s-channel process involv-
ing triple gauge couplings, shown in Figure 1.
The TGCs can in general be functions of the
invariant mass of the final state bosons

√
ŝ,

so measurements at the Tevatron compli-
ment previous measurements at LEP because
they probe larger values of

√
ŝ. Furthermore,

the WZ final state, which is not accessible in
e+e− collisions, isolates the WWZ coupling
from WWγ.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Dominant diagrams in the production of bo-
son pairs: (a) t-channel (b) s-channel.

Of the heavy diboson processes, WW
production is the largest with a standard
model next-to-leading order (NLO) predic-
tion of σ(WW )NLO = 12.4 ± 0.8 pb , fol-
lowed by WZ production with an NLO pre-
diction of σ(WZ)NLO = 3.7 ± 0.1 pb.2 Sec-
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1. Introduction

Boson pair production is one of the few pro-
cesses that have significant effects from triple
boson vertices at tree level. These couplings
are predicted in the standard model and are
directly related to its gauge group struc-
ture. One of the goals of diboson measure-
ments is to limit deviations from the stan-
dard model values of these triple gauge cou-
plings (TGCs). Such deviations could be
observed in either the cross-sections or in
the kinematic distributions of the observed
events. Possible causes of anomalous TGCs
include new particles in loop diagrams.1 It
is also possible for diboson final states to re-
ceive contributions from the s-channel pro-
duction of an as yet unobserved particle,
most notably the standard model Higgs de-
caying to a pair of W bosons.

This report summarizes recent measure-
ments by the CDF and DØ collaborations
of WW and WZ production at the Teva-
tron. The Tevatron produces pp collision at
1.96 TeV center of mass energy. The dom-
inant contributions to the cross-sections for
WW and WZ production are the t-channel
(and similar u-channel) process involving two
instances of the well measured boson-quark
couplings and the s-channel process involv-
ing triple gauge couplings, shown in Figure 1.
The TGCs can in general be functions of the
invariant mass of the final state bosons

√
ŝ,

so measurements at the Tevatron compli-
ment previous measurements at LEP because
they probe larger values of

√
ŝ. Furthermore,

the WZ final state, which is not accessible in
e+e− collisions, isolates the WWZ coupling
from WWγ.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Dominant diagrams in the production of bo-
son pairs: (a) t-channel (b) s-channel.

Of the heavy diboson processes, WW
production is the largest with a standard
model next-to-leading order (NLO) predic-
tion of σ(WW )NLO = 12.4 ± 0.8 pb , fol-
lowed by WZ production with an NLO pre-
diction of σ(WZ)NLO = 3.7 ± 0.1 pb.2 Sec-
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Arabella Martelli WZ at collider
• Decay modes:

• 3lepton choice (l = e, µ):

 reduced BR ~ 1.5%

 clear signature and background reduction in hadronic environment

 lepton charge disentangles W charge: allows for EWK precision tests (polarization)

• Focus on the pure leptonic final states

5

8 

WZ ! lll! production 

! "Sensitive to WWZ coupling only 

    (WW is sensitive to both WWZ and WW"). 

! "  WZ production is unavailable at e+e- 

colliders. 

  

Cleanest 
Signal Mode!

! " Search for WZ production in 3 leptons 

(eee,eeµ, eµµ, µµµ) + missing ET 

! " Distinct, but rare signature:  

!" #(ppbar$WZ) = 3.7 ± 0.3 pb 

!" Branching fraction ~1.5% 

! " Background processes: Z+jet(s), ZZ, Z", 

ttbar production 

’ 

W* 

Z

W

’ 

q’ 

W

Z
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Arabella Martelli Physics motivation: TGC
• TGC: direct consequence of the non-Abelian SU(2) x U(1) gauge group in the SM:

 assuming both C, P conservation -> 6 parameters describe the effective Lagrangian

 with gγ1 = 1 imposed by electromagnetic gauge invariance

 deviation from SM described by ∆g1Z ≡ (g1Z −1), ∆κγ ≡ (κγ −1), ∆κZ ≡ (κZ −1), λγ, λZ                                              

with ∆κγ = −cot(2θW)·(∆κZ −∆g1Z), λγ =λZ   

o  SM expectation ∆κγ = ∆κZ = ∆g1Z = λγ = λZ = 0

o (∆g01, ∆k0, λ0, M2WZ, Λ) due to tree level unitarity requirement at high energy

 ref.  Nuclear Physics B282 (1987) 253-307 (K. HAGIWARA et al.)

• WWγ  and WWZ : only allowed in the SM

 model dependent access to TGC through σ measurement and kinematic variables:

o expectation from MC generators with anomalous TGC

o t-channel and s-channel contribution from theory

 some constraints from LEP2 and Tevatron 6

LWWV
eff = −i gWWV

�
gV1 (W †

µνW
µV ν −W †

µV
νWµν) + kV W

†
µWνV

µν +
λV

m2
W

W †
ρνW

µ
ν V

ρν

�

where V = γ, Z gWWγ = e, gWWZ = e cotθW
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Arabella Martelli TGC at LEP2 (√s = 198GeV)
• Main processes in the direct WWV measurement: 

 single W (WWγ, mainly ∆kγ):

o only t-channel to disentangle WWZ from WWγ

o σ  has large sensitivity on WWγ coupling

 WW (both WWγ and WWZ)

o s channel  

o t channel 

• Final combined result:

 in agreement with SM expectation

 best sensitivity up to now

o clean environment: no pdf uncertainties

o better defined background

7

!"#$%$&"'($)*+,-$&".,"/0'1
2 343! "!3#32 343! "!4!!

!!

!!

!"#$%$&"'($)*+,-$&".,"/0'1
2 343! "!3#32 343! "!4!!

!!

!!

Parameter 95% C.L.

∆gZ1 [-0.051, 0.034]
∆kγ [-0.105, 0.069]
λγ [-0.059, 0.026]
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Arabella Martelli TGC at Tevatron (1.96TeV)
• Multiple topologies taken into account

• WZ first observation (unavailable at LEP2): direct meas. to decouple WWγ WWZ

• current result in the full leptonic final state (Moriond, March 2010) 

o CDF 1.9fb-1:

o D0  1.1 fb-1

 poor statistic
8

9 

WZ ! lll! production and  

anomalous couplings  

! "  Cross section measurements 

!"DØ  (Lint = 1 fb-1 ): 

!"CDF (Lint = 1.9 fb-1): 

NLO prediction: 

DØ published, 1 fb-1 CDF preliminary, 1.9 fb-1 

-0.17 < !Z < 0.21 -0.13 < !Z < 0.14 

-0.14 < "gZ < 0.34 -0.13 < "gZ < 0.23 

-0.12 < "#Z="gZ < 0.29 -0.76 < "#Z < 1.18 

! "Probing TGCs: Non-SM WWZ coupling 

enhances cross section at high values of Z pT 

95% C.L. limits for "=2 TeV 

PRD 76, 111104(R), 2007 

CDF  Lint=1.9 fb-1            PRL 98,  161801, 2008 

σ(WZ)meas = 2.7+1.7
1.3 pb

σ(WZ)meas = 4.3+1.3
1.0 (stat)± 0.4(syst+ lumi)pb

! "  95% C.L. limits  (!=2 TeV)  

  

12 

WV Combination at DØ  

! "Combination of four DØ analyses to probe TGCs and W magnetic dipole (µW) and 

electric quadrupole (qW) moments. 

  

WZ!lll"  W#!l"#    WW!ll""  

WW+WZ!l"jj  

-0.29 <   $%#   < 0.38 

-0.08 <    &      < 0.08  

-0.07 <   $g1
Z  < 0.16 

1.86 <  µW  <  2.16 

-1.16<  qW < -0.84 

-0.11 <   $%  < 0.18 

-0.08 <   &   < 0.08 

1.86  < µW  <  2.15 

-1.16 < qW < -0.87 

Assuming equal couplings  Imposing SU(2)L'U(1)Y   

! "Approaching sensitivity of individual 

LEP experiments 
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Arabella Martelli Physics motivation: Bosons polarization
• W and Z longitudinal polarization:  direct consequence of Higgs mechanism

• H->VV decay: access to Higgs spin and separation from di-boson continuum

• W->l nu decay: test on the SM V-A current

• Longitudinal  polarization accessible in the only di-boson production:

• Boson decay angle θ*l : the kinematic observable sensitive to the boson polarization

 being  ρ--  ρ++  ρ00  the transverse left/right handed  and longitudinal polarization of the boson 

• i.e.  in the WZ process, wrt the V rest frame (with A = 2 gV gA /[g2V  + g2A] )     

 Z: 

 W: 

 caveat: MET + plepton constrained on MW                                                                                         
to reconstruct cos(θ*l) 

9

q q

W-

l

l

!*
l

l
!*

l

l Z

!W

production
axis of
ll

Figure 1: ! ∗
l is the lepton decay angle in the rest frame of theW (Z) with respect to theW (Z) direction in

the centre of mass frame.
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Electron energy is measured at ATLAS by the liquid argon electromagnetic calorimeter
with a resolution of 1.2% for electron energy around 100 GeV [7]. The electron direction
is obtained from the inner detector consisting of pixel detectors, silicon strip layers and
a straw-tube transition radiation detector which also assists electron identification. The
electromagnetic calorimeter is inside the hadron calorimeter, which is surrounded by the
muon spectrometer measuring the muon momenta with a resolution of (4 - 5)% for muons
with transverse momentum, pT , below 150 GeV [7]. The pseudo-rapidity range for trig-
gering and measuring electrons and muons is |η| < 2.5. The calorimeters cover a larger
range, up to |η| = 5. This hermetic coverage allows a precise measurement of the missing
transverse energy, ET , which is used to identify the neutrino from the W decay and obtain
its transverse momentum.

Monte Carlo event samples have been generated using Pythia [9] for the ZZ and
MC@NLO [9] for the WZ channel. These events have been passed through the full ATLAS
detector simulation and then through the ATLAS reconstruction program to be used
also for real data events. Similar event samples have been used also for the expected
background processes (see below).

ZZ candidates are required to have two lepton anti-lepton pairs, each pair with invari-
ant mass within 12 GeV of the Z mass. All leptons are required to have |η| < 2.5. Two of
the leptons must satisfy pT > 20 GeV and the other two must have pT > 7 GeV. Following
these cuts, 2194 events are left in our 100 fb−1 pseudo-data sample. Background sources
considered were tt̄ and Zbb̄ events, and the total background level was found to be less
than 1% and was neglected.

The WZ channel is more difficult to separate from background and more stringent
cuts are needed. WZ candidates are required to have three leptons with pT > 25 GeV
and |η| < 2.5. Out of these three leptons, there must be one lepton anti-lepton pair with
invariant mass within 12 GeV of the Z mass. In addition the event must have missing
ET above 25 GeV, and the transverse mass constructed from the missing ET and the
third lepton must be between 50 and 90 GeV. The angle in the transverse plane between
the missing ET vector and the third lepton must exceed 40o. Finally, to further suppress
background from tt̄ events, no more than one jet is allowed in the event, and its transverse
momentum should not exceed 30 GeV. In our 100 fb−1 pseudo-data sample, 2873 WZ
candidates are left after these cuts with a background level of 1%, where the background
sources considered were tt̄, W+W−, ZZ, Z+jet and Zγ events. This background was
neglected in the further analysis.

The kinematic observable which is sensitive to the gauge boson polarization is the
boson decay angle, θ∗

!
, which is the angle between the lepton (anti-lepton) produced in

the W−, Z (W+) decay in the rest-frame of the boson with respect to the boson momentum
in the di-boson rest-frame. Its distribution is given by,

1
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8
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4
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for the W boson, and by,
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for the Z boson. Here, A = 2v!a!/(v2
! + a2

!), where v! (a!) is the vector (axial-vector)
coupling of the Z boson to leptons. The spin density matrix elements, ρ−−, ρ++ and
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Arabella Martelli W polarization measurements
• at LEP2 in the WW production:

 polarization described by a complex 3x3 Spin-Density-Matrix

o imaginary SDM elements are sensitive to CP violating TGC parameters

 focusing on single W->l nu allows for unambiguously W tagging

 Results by combining WW correlations:

o measurements are consistent with helicity distribution from SM

o no evidence for CP-violating couplings: constraints for new possible contributions

• at Tevatron in the top decay:

 SM expectation:  

o F0~ 70%, FL~30%, FR~0%

 Result with big errors, within SM expectation

10

2

density matrix ρτ,τ ′ only. This is obtained by
looking at one of the W-bosons, averaging over
the helicity states of the second W. This reduces
the number of elements in the hermitian SDM
from 81 to 9. The density matrix elements are
extracted from the data using projection oper-
ators [5], exploiting the symmetry properties of
the decay distribution for the various W-helicity
states. The diagonal elements ρττ of the spin den-
sity matrix are real and can be interpreted as the
probability to produce a W boson with helicity τ .

2. Polarisation Measurement

cos θ*
l

1/
N

 d
N

/d
 c

os
 θ

* l 
 / 

0.
2

W→lν L3 preliminary

Data, 183-208 GeV

KoralW MC, 183-208 GeV

Fit Helicity (−,+,0)

Fit Helicity (−,+)

0
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0.2

-1 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Figure 1. Corrected cos θ∗" distribution for the
leptonic W-decays at

√
s=183-208 GeV, showing

also the fit results for the different W-helicities.

The helicity fractions in L3 are obtained from
a fit of the theoretical cos θ∗ distributions for
the different W-helicity states to the efficiency
and background corrected data. The measure-
ments are performed separately for the leptoni-
cally and the hadronically decaying W. The lat-
ter allows only for a determination of the longitu-
dinal and the sum of the two transverse helicity
fractions, because only these give decay distribu-
tions symmetric under exchange of the indistin-
guishable quark and anti-quark. The two results
are later combined for the longitudinal polarisa-
tion state exploiting the fact that all the helic-
ity fractions need to sum up to one. The re-

sults clearly establish the existence of the longi-
tudinal helicity state, as can be seen in Figure 1
where the failing fit result without allowing for
longitudinally polarised W-bosons is shown. The
results are also given in Table 1. The polarisa-
tion of the W-bosons has also been measured by
OPAL using the SDM analysis. For this measure-
ment, the SDM elements are efficiency and back-
ground corrected using Monte Carlo estimates.
The polarisation of the W-bosons depends on
the W-production angle cos θW, hence do the
SDM elements, which are determined in 8 bins
of cos θW. The polarised differential cross sec-
tions are obtained by multiplying the measured
differential cross section with the corresponding
diagonal elements of the single particle SDM ele-
ment ρτ,τ (cos θW). The overall polarisation given
in Table 1 is obtained by integrating over cos θW.
The polarisation dependence on cos θW has also
been measured by L3, dividing their data sam-
ple into 4 bins of cos θW. Both measurements
by L3 and OPAL are in good agreement with the
Standard Model expectations.

3. Spin Correlations

While the previously mentioned measurements
focused on one of the W-bosons in the event
only, both W-bosons can also be treated corre-
lated. This is done by OPAL in the SDM ap-
proach by looking at combinations of full-SDM
elements that are symmetric under the exchange
of fermion and anti-fermion in one W-decay, be-
cause the quark flavour is not identified in the
hadronically decaying W. The differential po-
larised cross sections for W-pairs with both W-
bosons being transversely polarised, both being
longitudinally polarised or a mixed combination
is given in figure 2. In L3 the correlated spin
states of the W-bosons are observed in regions of
cos θW where it is more likely to find a transverse
polarised W-boson than a longitudial one. As
shown in Figure 3, the enrichement or depletion
of the transverse w.r.t. the longitudinal polarisa-
tion for the hadronically decaying W-boson, here
leads to a difference in the measured fraction of
transverse polarisation in the leptonically decay-
ing W-boson of up to -0.378±0.134±0.060.

W polarisation and spin density matrix measurements at LEP 169
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Figure 1. SDM elements from leptonically decaying W bosons in qq ` ¹ data events. Points
are OPAL data, with statistical and systematic errors. Histograms show Monte Carlo
predictions with full detector simulation. The solid line shows the SM expectation and the
dotted (dashed) line that for ∆gz

1 = +0.5 (−0.5).

and TL differ by about 2σ from Standard Model (SM) predictions, giving a
χ2 probability of about 10% for SM compatibility.
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LHC potentialities
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Arabella Martelli CMS studies (LHC 14TeV)
• Signal topology: WZ -> lnu ll (l = e, µ) channel

• Main backgrounds: Z+jets, ZZ, Zγ, t-tbar, W+jets

• Selections:

 trigger: total eff. > 98% 

o Z->ee single or double electron trigger + Z->µµ single muon trigger

 lepton selection:

o isolation

o 3 charged leptons (l = e, µ): pT>15GeV (10GeV), |ηe| < 2.5 (2.4), |ηµ| < 2.4 + 1l: pT > 20GeV 

 kinematical selection:

o only 1 Z:  50GeV(70GeV) < MZ < 120GeV (110GeV),                                                                                       
if other Z: |M_Z - 20GeV| event rejected

o W: pT>20GeV + MWT > 50GeV (15GeV) + MET  > 15GeV  

o isolation between Wl and each Zl: ∆R > 0.1
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Figure 1: W transverse mass for (a) 3e, (b) 2e1µ, (c) 2µ1e, and (d) 3µ channels. The distributions
are normalized to integrated luminosity of 300 pb−1. Only events with 81 GeV < MZ <
101 GeV are shown.

4 Signal Extraction
We separate backgrounds into three categories: physics background from Z0γ and Z0Z0 pro-
duction, processes without a genuine Z0 boson from tt̄ + jets and W + jets production, and
processes with a genuine Z0 boson from Z0 + jets production.

The first physics background from Z0Z0 production is estimated from Monte Carlo simulation.
We assign a very conservative 100% uncertainty on the estimated Z0Z0 contribution due to
modeling of kinematics of the decay products. The second physics background from Z0 γ
processes is estimated from Monte Carlo simulation as well, although it can be determined
from data once the FSR Z0γ signal is measured at CMS. We also assign a conservative 100%
systematic uncertainty on the Z0 γ background contribution due to modeling of the photon
conversion probability.

Instrumental backgrounds from processes with misidentified leptons attributed to Z0 candi-
date decay products can be estimated from the side-bands of the Z0 candidate invariant mass
distribution. However, the background is relatively small. We estimate this background to
contribute at about 6% level to the WZ0 signal sample or about 20% of the total background
contribution. Thus, we estimate the background from the Monte Carlo simulation, and we
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Figure 1: W transverse mass for (a) 3e, (b) 2e1µ, (c) 2µ1e, and (d) 3µ channels. The distributions
are normalized to integrated luminosity of 300 pb−1. Only events with 81 GeV < MZ <
101 GeV are shown.

4 Signal Extraction
We separate backgrounds into three categories: physics background from Z0γ and Z0Z0 pro-
duction, processes without a genuine Z0 boson from tt̄ + jets and W + jets production, and
processes with a genuine Z0 boson from Z0 + jets production.

The first physics background from Z0Z0 production is estimated from Monte Carlo simulation.
We assign a very conservative 100% uncertainty on the estimated Z0Z0 contribution due to
modeling of kinematics of the decay products. The second physics background from Z0 γ
processes is estimated from Monte Carlo simulation as well, although it can be determined
from data once the FSR Z0γ signal is measured at CMS. We also assign a conservative 100%
systematic uncertainty on the Z0 γ background contribution due to modeling of the photon
conversion probability.

Instrumental backgrounds from processes with misidentified leptons attributed to Z0 candi-
date decay products can be estimated from the side-bands of the Z0 candidate invariant mass
distribution. However, the background is relatively small. We estimate this background to
contribute at about 6% level to the WZ0 signal sample or about 20% of the total background
contribution. Thus, we estimate the background from the Monte Carlo simulation, and we

3e channel

3µ channel
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Arabella Martelli CMS studies (14TeV)
• Expected numbers of selected events for 300pb-1:    S/B ~ 2.5      S/√B ~ 9.5                       

•    B total                                                13.6

 WZ selection efficiency ~ 15%

• Systematic uncertainties:

13

3

Z0 → ee decays, electron candidates have to fulfill only “loose” requirements while for the
muons both of them should satisfy tight requirements as defined in Section 2.

Events are retained if the invariant mass of the Z0 boson candidate is between 50 and 120 GeV.
The event is rejected if a second Z0 boson candidate is found with an invariant mass within
20 GeV around the nominal Z0 mass. This second Z0 boson candidate is formed using all
possible same-flavour, opposite-charge combinations of leptons in the event, excluding the two
already associated with the decay of the first Z0 boson candidate. If two Z0 boson candidates
are found which share one of the leptons, we select the candidate with the invariant mass
closest to the nominal Z0 mass.

After the Z0 boson candidate is identified, we search for a third lepton in the event to be asso-
ciated to the W boson decay. We require this lepton to satisfy “tight” requirements and to carry
a transverse momentum above 20 GeV. If more than one lepton candidate is available, the one
with the highest transverse momentum is chosen.

An additional requirement on the isolation between electron and muon candidates is applied
for the 2µ1e and 2e1µ channels, by requiring the spatial separation of ∆R =

�
∆φ2 + ∆η2 be-

tween electron and muon candidates to be greater than 0.1.

Further suppression of the background can be achieved by applying W identification require-
ments. We define a W boson candidate transverse mass as

MT(W) =
�

2 · MET · E�(1− cos∆φMET,�), (3)

where MET is the missing transverse energy, E� is the energy of the W lepton candidate, and
∆φMET,� is the azimuthal separation between the MET direction and the W lepton. The MT(W)
distributions for signal and background samples after applying all the previously described
selection criteria are given in Fig. 1. We require the transverse mass to be larger than 50 GeV.
We display the Z0 candidate invariant mass in Fig. 2 after the full selection criteria is applied
for each of the studied channel.

The event yield for the signal and background events after the full selection is summarized in
Table 2.

all 3e 2e1µ 2µ1e 3µ
WZ0 34.9±0.5 7.9±0.3 8.0±0.3 8.9±0.3 10.1±0.3
Z0 + jets 3.9±1.0 1.9±0.8 < 0.1 1.8±0.7 0.1±0.1
bbll 2.9±0.3 1.2±0.2 0.1±0.1 1.3±0.2 0.3±0.1
tt + jets 2.2±0.6 0.6±0.3 0.6±0.3 0.6±0.3 0.3±0.2
W + jets 0.4±0.4 0.4±0.4 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1
Z0Z0 2.8±0.3 0.8±0.1 0.6±0.1 0.7±0.1 0.7±0.1
Z0 + γ 1.4±0.1 0.7±0.1 < 0.1 0.7±0.1 < 0.1
Total non genuine Z0 bkg 2.6±0.7 1.0 ±0.5 0.6±0.3 0.6±0.3 0.3±0.2
Total genuine Z0 instrumental bkg 6.8 ±1.0 3.1±0.8 0.1±0.1 3.1±0.5 0.4±0.1
Total genuine Z0 physics bkg 4.2 ± 0.3 1.5±0.1 0.6±0.1 1.4±0.1 0.7± 0.1

Table 2: Expected number of selected events for an integrated luminosity of 300 pb−1 for the
signal and background with 81 GeV < MZ < 101 GeV obtained using MC truth information.
The uncertainties are statistical.

8 5 Signal Significance

Source Systematic uncertainty,%
Luminosity 10.0
Trigger 1.0
Lepton reconstruction 2.0
Electron charge determination 2.0
Muon charge determination 1.0
Lepton energy scale 1.0
Electron identification 4.0
Muon identification 2.0
PDF uncertainties 4.0
MT(W) requirement 10.0

Table 4: Systematic uncertainties for pp → WZ0 process estimated for a scenario of 300 pb−1

of integrated luminosity data sample.

Channels Modeling, % Background estimation, % Total, %
3e 21 27 34
2e1µ 19 16 25
2µ1e 17 31 35
3µ 17 12 21

Table 5: Total systematic uncertainty for identification of pp →WZ production.
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Figure 9: WZ selection: Emiss
T distribution after all others requirements (a) and transverse mass of the third lepton

and the missing energy system after all other requirements (b).

efficiency is about 9%, where the uncertainty on the luminosity has again not been included.199

Relative Uncertainty (%)
Source WW WZ ZZ tX DY → !! W + jets V (W/Z) + γ

Luminosity 10 10 10 — — — 10
Lepton & trigger efficiencies 4 4 4 — — — 3
Lepton miscalibration and misalignment 2 2 2 — — — 2
Emiss

T modeling 3 4 6 — 16 — 6
Jet reconstruction 3 3 2 — — — 3
PDF uncertainties 2 3 4 — — — 4
NLO effects 8 7 8 — — — 10
Fakes — — — — — 30 —
Conversions — — — — — — 30
MC statistics 1 14 11 6 29 — 24
tX normalization — — — 100 — — —
DY normalization — — — — 5 — —

Table 8: Summary of all systematic uncertainties considered in theWW analysis.

Relative Uncertainty (%)
Source WZ ZZ WW+tX+DY → !!+W + jets V (W/Z) + γ

Luminosity 10 10 — 10
Lepton & trigger efficiencies 6 6 — 4
Lepton miscalibration and misalignment 3 3 — 3
Emiss

T modeling 2 9 — 29
Jet reconstruction — — — —
PDF uncertainties 2 4 — 4
NLO effects 6 9 — 9
Fakes — — 30 —
Conversions — — — 30
MC statistics 4 11 — 35

Table 9: Summary of all systematic uncertainties considered in theWZ analysis.
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Arabella Martelli CMS studies (14TeV)
• 5σ significance on WZ observation with less then 350pb-1 at 95%CL:

 frequentist approach to estimate variation of expected signal and background events

14
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Figure 4: Expected signal significance for WZ0 production as a function of integrated lumi-
nosity. We use a frequentist approach to estimate variation of expected signal and background
events. The corresponding 68% and 95% C.L. regions are displayed as red and green bands,
respectively.
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Arabella Martelli 

• 7TeV reach
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Arabella Martelli c.m.s. - LHC  7 TeV 
• Signal: σ14TeV ~ 3 σ7TeV 

• Main backgrounds: σ rescaling assumed as the one for Z 

•               NLO computed at 14TeV, 10TeV, 6TeV (from theory) 

 J.M. Campbell et al. “Normalizing Weak Boson Pair Production at the Large Hadron Collider”   
arXiv:0906.2500v2

 negligible dependence on generator cuts 

• S/B rough extrapolation at 7TeV: -18% from 14TeV -> 7TeV

 Z+jet dominating bg

 σ(Z+jet) rescales as σ(Z)                                                                                                                   
with c.m.s. energy

16

0.097

0.118

σ(WZ)

σ(Z)

important effect expected
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Arabella Martelli acceptance and kinematic
• 20 000 events in W->l nu Z->ll (l = e, µ) were generated with PYTHIA

 both at 7TeV and 14TeV

• Selections from CMS-PAS applied to both samples:

17

Selection % events - 14 TeV % events - 7 TeV

pTlepton > 15 GeV/c 78,02 77,67

|ηe| < 2.5 && |ηµ| < 2.4 23,9 30,17

50GeV < MZ < 120GeV 97,53 96,77

Combined 19,53 24,69

new tuning needed
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Arabella Martelli kinematic comparison
• Shape comparison:        14TeV          7TeV

• 7TeV: distributions are more central
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Arabella Martelli lepton selections
• Shape comparison:        14TeV                     7TeV

• Rough estimate: 35 WZ events (300pb-1 - 14TeV) ->  ~ 5 events (100pb-1 - 7TeV)

• Detailed study needed with backgrounds included
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Arabella Martelli Conclusions
• The Standard Model WZ channel was presented:

 physics motivation 

• Existing CMS prospects were looked at

 2008 public analysis at 14TeV

 2010 internal note at 7TeV

• Next steps

 Rely on NLO generator samples at 7TeV (signal + backgrounds)

 Optimize event selections wrt different acceptance and kinematic distribution

 Update analysis for new electron reco and ID developments

 Estimate observation sensitivity wrt integrated lumi

 Second order study: estimate integrated lumi. needed for EWK SM tests
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